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KEY POINTS – LESSON 8 

 

Speaker: Sheikh Dr. Mokhtar Maghraoui 

TREATMENT FOR KIBR (ARROGANCE) 

We all have four types of nafs (as explained in the previous lecture). The type of nafs that will take 
over is the one that we feed more. Accordingly, we should make an effort to feed our angelic self. 

Today, we will try to understand how to fight one of the characteristics of the satanic self – kibr or 
pride or arrogance using the three-step model that we discussed yesterday. We should know that if 
we should kibr, we are representing a satanic trait. 

The Kibr of Satan 

When Allah swt dignified the human being by putting in its body the rooh or soul, He ordered the 
angels to prostrate to him. It tells us that our real honor comes with the soul or our spiritual 
dimension. At the time, the angels, who are made with noor or the light, prostrated; but Satan, who 
is made of fire (which is inferior to the light) disobeyed on account of his kibr thinking that he is 
better than the human who Allah made with the clay. His pride came from his thought that ‘I am 
made from fire and fire burns the clay. How can I prostrate to an inferior being’. He was accordingly 
cursed and banned from returning home forever.  

The mustard seed of arrogance 

Accordingly to a hadith, even a mustard seed of arrogance becomes a hurdle in our journey back to 
our original home. Allah swt has also warned us that an ugly abode has been prepared for those who 
the people of al-kibr or arrogance.  

The attribute of the Kibr is only suitable to Allah swt because he owns everything and to him, all the 
praise belong. It is not suitable for human beings as whatever we have is not our own. It is given to 
us from Allah swt. The earth that we walk on is not ours. The air that we breath is not ours. The food 
we eat comes from the earth that Allah gave. If we make something with our intellect, that intellect 
also came from Allah swt. How can then we be arrogant if we are so very dependent? I have no 
reason to be arrogant for the things that are not my own. 
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Treatment  

The first step is to sincerely repent. Accept your weakness and ask Allah swt for forgiveness. Be 
sincere in your dua. After that, the following can be beneficial: 

1. Turn to Dua, dhikr, worship, khalwah (time alone for thinking), murqabah (keep the mind 
clear of distractions) and so on – as we discussed in our previous lecture. We should try to 
acquire the dimensions of the ibadah rather than making them mechanical or physical 
exercises. 

2. Do the muhasabah (self-accountability). Watch the moods inside you on regular basis and 
identify if you have any traits that you can improve.  

3. I should do those thinks that I consider to be low in front of others. Do what your pride 
thinks is not of your level while remaining within the confines of shariah. 

4. Mingle with those who I perceive less than me on account of my foolishness. Do that till I 
start to get delighted in their company.  

5. Serve the ones who you think are below you in status. Consider them to be superior to 
yourself and engage in their Khidmah or service. Here we are speaking about natural 
circumstances and not those who we think of low because they are criminals and so on. 

6. Ask forgivingness from those who you consider being below you despite the resistance 
inside you. 

 


